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Soldier
By Jerika Schirf

He wakes up early
Goes to sleep late
Always in harm’s way

Little to eat
Little to drink
Little to trust

Protecting us from danger
From harm
From destruction

His life is on the line
But still he goes
And takes the risk

Constantly wondering
Why am I here?
What am I doing?

Then he remembers
For the little girl at home
For her mother

For his friends
For his neighbors
For the strangers
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Rural Mountains
By Hannah Davis
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Love Feels Like
By Kay Harper
Love feels like red;
It’s protective, positive, and passionate.
Love feels like orange;
It’s safe, sound, and selfless.
Love feels like yellow;
It’s confident, cheerful, and challenging.
Love feels like green;
It’s nurturing, nice, and natural.
Love feels like blue;
It’s honest, humorous, and harmonious.
Love feels like violet;
It’s inspirational, individual, and imaginative.

Leaves of Red
By Jason Grabowski
Leaves of red, orange, and yellow.
It keeps everyone calm and mellow.
The air becomes cold and thin
With a spot of red on your chin.
A rainbow of leaves falls to the ground.
They flutter down slowly without a sound.
The days grow shorter, the sun goes away.
The moon comes up for a longer stay.
With each passing day the weather becomes chillier.
The Halloween pranks become much sillier.
Halloween approaches with candy and goons.
The children go door to door in the light of the moon.
Past Halloween comes time for Thanksgiving.
Where we give thanks to all things living.
People gather with family to enjoy good food.
Their conversations and laughter set a good mood.
With pumpkins and turkeys as the symbols of the season,
People get in the mood for a good reason.
As the holidays start to become more near,
Brace yourselves, for fall is here.
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A Straight Line
By Amanda “Sunshine” Reed
A cut, a breath, a heartbeat are all things that we often take for granted as we wonder the
streets aimlessly searching for a purpose. Some of us aren’t that lucky. One wrong move and we
are frozen in time, walking on a proverbial treadmill desperately trying to move forward. Most
of us give up, call it a day and retire to our beds, dreaming of things that will be. But what if
everything went wrong and in a single second, life changed forever?
Kat, three letters standing in to represent a name, an identity. Another name on a long list of
life improving surgeries. She was a loving mother of a little girl, a friend to all, and as close to
a sister as I had- a cousin living under the same roof. I’ll never forget the day she went in for
surgery. Her eyes watered and tears poured down her cheeks as she kissed her family goodbye.
Prayers on our lips, we wished her well as she went in for a minor heart procedure. Cardiac
ablation is the fancy term that doctors had been using all morning. This procedure was said
to improve her quality of life, stopping the epileptic seizures and inconsistent heartbeat that
spiraled her life out of control. She was ready to go into surgery, and the nurses wheeled her
away. To them, she was a number, but to me, she was more.
Alarms sounded as a stampede of doctors, nurses, and specialists sprinted down the hallway,
past the waiting room. The group rushed into the washing room and sanitized their hands in
record time, as if trying to beat a clock. In reality, they were. A wrong cut made by the surgeon
had cost her everything she had, as the line on the heart monitor changed from steady pulse to a
straight line. Tears fell to the floor as we knew that the codes being yelled out were for her. The
next minute went in slow motion as the specialist salvaged what was left of her heart, a heart
that was always so full of love despite being broken so long ago.
A single minute ticked by as ribs were cracked, stitches were placed, and doctors held their
breath. As the seconds ticked by, less and less oxygen was getting to her brain. Tissue began
to shrivel and die, just like the hope of us still struggling to make it through another day. After
an agonizing minute and twenty seven seconds, the straight line transformed into the stiff
peaks and valleys of a normal heart. It appeared that all was not lost; we still did not realize the
troubles that lay ahead.
They say that people in a coma can hear exactly what you’re saying to them. I can only hope
that this isn’t true, because if it is, she would know how much we cried. There is a point where
you question the quality of life your loved one will have when or if he/she ever wakes up. After
two weeks of sleeping on cots and on hospital floors, a miracle happened. No, it’s not like the
kind you see in the movies like I expected. Her eyelids didn’t flutter, or fingers twitch as she
asked cliche questions like “Where am I?” and “What happened?”
She described it as when you are suddenly being woken up out of a deep sleep; the lines
between reality and the dream world blur. That must be how it was for her. I was not allowed to
be in the room with her when she was awake for at least a week. The doctors needed to find the
right balance of pills for her to make her alert, but not overwhelmed. The damage done by the
lack of oxygen was apparent from the start. In the beginning, she was barely able to speak. She
(continued on next page)
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A Straight Line (continued)
would feel frustrated and cry when I layed in bed with her, telling her that I would never give up on
her.
A side effect of the brain damage reared its ugly head one day. Kat is completely blind. In such
a short time she exchanged her seizures for a life as a damaged individual. The only thing that was
not damaged was her spirit. She had always been a fighter, raised to always stand up for what is
right. This fire within her never cooled in the slightest; if anything, it added to it. She never gave
up. Everything that the doctors said was impossible, she did. I don’t mean for it to sound like she
was instantly better after only a few days. It took her six months to be able to go to the bathroom by
herself. It took a year to walk without help. It will be four years this summer since the accident, and
not a day goes by that I don’t admire her strength.
I could sit here and say that she taught me how to never give up, but the truth is, that’s not the
only lesson she taught me. We take for granted everything in life. I don’t come from a fiscally well
off family. But what we lack in dollar bills, we make up for with love and devotion to one another.
It’s sad to say that it took a tragedy for my inner warrior to be awakened, but it did. She has to fight
everyday just to be able to brush her teeth and hair. Everything is a process, everything is a struggle.
We are a generation that has things handed to them, and I’ve promise not only myself, but her that I
won’t conform to it.
It’s because of her that I know what never giving up really means. It’s not about winning a game
that everyone thinks you’ll lose, or setting a goal and achieving it. Never giving up is looking
beyond yourself to see the good that comes to other people who truly embody it. It’s because of her
that I laugh a little louder, sing a little stronger, love a little deeper. I look at her determination to
make a difference and it inspires me to get up everyday, even if I don’t want to leave my warm bed.
She fights everyday to improve her quality of life. You’d think that her life would be
miserable, strained, and lacking luster. You’d be wrong. She “sees” things that a lot of us don’t,
like the invisible string that connects us all to everyone we come in contact with. Giving up is a
conscious choice. Everyday we can wake up and refuse to lie down and die. Some of us fall; we
plummet like the shooting stars we someday dream to be. It’s up to us: the fighters, believers,
warriors, Kats of the world to change it. If we stand up and refuse to lie down and die just because
everyone told us that we can’t, we can help other people do the same. We are learning, loving human
beings that sometimes need to be shocked into appreciating what we already have. If we choose to
keep fighting even when things seem impossible, we can be more like Kat, the only one who really
“sees.”
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We Are the Fallen
By Michaela Morris
Backyard Sunrise
By Lynn Daugherty

We are one in the same.
We are ones of the day.
We are those of the crowd.
We will not stand down.
We are ones of pride.
We are ones of hope.
We are those who cry.
Those who learned to cope.
We are the forgotten.
We are the pained.
We are the scarred.
With only ourselves to blame.
We are the future.
We are ourselves.
We are the chosen.
We bring the tomorrow.
We are the weak.
Yet we are strong.
We are undermined.
Yet awe shall never fall.
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Stonefish
By Heather Baker
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Seek and Go Hide
Anonymous
Who is Suzie White? Surely a question pondered by many since 1996. There are those who
claim that they know, but no one can really. For behind the 5’3” stature and ever changing eyes
lies a conundrum, perhaps without a resolution: a mystery unbeknownst to even those closest to
her. If she had to guess, she’d say most people see her as an ordinary teenage girl. They couldn’t
know any better. Some may say that we are all the same, but she, I, disagree. Although we are all
made up of the same basic components, our souls speak more truth for us, and are unique to each
individual.
There is a notion that what you do is what you are. Conceivably, that your actions define
you. Is it not so much, however, how you do that defines you? An acute sense of identity dwells
within me, yet I have about as much an idea of the future as that of a leaf in the wind. Seeds of
artistic and musical culture, importance of education, athletic competition, and a sense of God’s
saving power forged deep roots in my being at an early age. My parents gave me foundation,
yes, but I have found that my three older siblings are the ones who helped my mind branch out
and blossom into a swirl of springtime colors. After all, where would I be if it was not for their
alternative lifestyles and mediums of geekery? But, every first autumn day of the year, when the
leaves are dead and falling, a blanket of sadness creeps its way into my being. It is a reminder of
a time when I was not sure of anything and it bothered me. A time when every rainy day I walked
outside begging God to show me a rainbow, and the sky remained a blank canvas of gray. A time,
I regret to admit, of which I still live in fear. In this time of solemnity I thought I was alone, but
family was there always. Truly, there is nothing in the world I care about more than my family. It
is a blessing when that truck carrying a two ton load of all that could have gone awry passes just in
front of your eyes. When, upon shock, you look around at where you stand in a moment of safety,
and you become truly grateful for where you are.
If I am being completely honest, this is the first time I have voiced these thoughts. No one
besides myself and God knows who I am because I choose not to share it. People do not know me
any better than the way they see me because I give them no reason to. Most of my peers know that
most anything might slip out of my mouth and that I have a fervid relationship with profanity, but
they do not know how much I hold inside. When internal issues have arisen in the past I reasoned
them with His help and the unknowing support of my family. You see, I am a worrier: a tireless,
get-worked-upper, with an appreciable pattern of procrastination. I am my own worst enemy,
seeing as I abstain from any other conflict that I can. I wish to break the pattern, sometimes, and
begin controlling my own life. I feel if I do not start sharing how I honestly think and feel then the
real me will never leave my head, and I will begin living someone else’s life. Seeing as my mother
is a conservative catholic, my father a liberal protestant, and my older sister a self proclaimed
anarchist atheist, the way in which I have fought and sought for myself was never easy. So I hide
from the possibility of having to confront all that again. Too much of me is open to the world, and
I have become lost in its vastness. So, who is Suzie White? I am, and that’s all I care to know. No
one else should have reason to care, but maybe I’ll begin telling them anyways.
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Eiffel Tower
By Nick Furgiuele
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You Are Beautiful
By Courtney Nickas
You are beautiful.
Inside and out.
You may need
To be told
Every now and then.
But do not
Let people make you
Feel as though you are not.
You are beautiful.
Inside and out.
In times of worry
Or in times of despair,
Know that you are you.
Only you have the power
To make what
You want
To make.
You are beautiful.
Inside and out.
Let others know
Who you are,
And what you are.

Crystal Cove
By Michaela Morris
“Under your stars tonight
And I am so overwhelmed.”
And we cry to the sky
Hoping that someone will hear,
That someone will care,
That someone will listen.
And we scream to the clouds
In the thought that we mean something.
In the thought that there’s something bigger than us,
Something better than where we are.
And we pray to the heavens
Hoping that a new dawn will show itself
And make this pain go away,
Make these cries fade to grey.
And we dance in the wind,
And swallow our pains
And make the days stay.
Make the scars of the night,
Vanish in the day.
Forevermore gone away.
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The District Surprise
By Zach Napholz
It was the day we had been training for all season. It was the day of our Cross Country District
race. We all knew the importance of the three point one miles that lay ahead of us. We had spent weeks
tapering so that we could run on fresh legs for this one race. Along with that we also ran the course
earlier in the week making sure to think of our strategy; where we should go wide on turns, where to
watch for holes, and other strategic thinking. We knew that we were going to have to run perfectly to be
able to move on to the Regionals Race. This was because we were seeded very close to fifth and sixth
place; only the top five get to move on to Regionals.
We did a little more warming up for this race than usual because it was a chilly day and we did
not want our muscles to get cold and tense. Then we did our stretches, making sure that we were not
tight or sore anywhere. After that we laced up our racing spikes and prepared to go to the start line. We
made sure to use Biofreeze, to help relax our muscles, and to tape our running spikes, so that they do
not fall off during the race. Then we headed down to the starting line. Once we were there we did our
stride-outs to help keep loose, then we did our team cheer. Before we knew it, the time had come to
listen to the starter tell us the rules of the race that we already knew by heart. After that, it was time to
start the race.
We took our positions behind the line, watched the starter raise his flag, next came the familiar
bang from the starting gun, along with the drop of the flag, and we were off. I ran the start we practiced
with coach, a fast one. I continued along the course, trying as hard as I could to stay on pace. The
whole race I was trying to catch the person in front of me and I was trying to pack up with other Hoover
runners. You want to run as close to your teammates as possible because it earns your team a better
score. Once I reached the top of the hill by the finish I knew that it was time to start my kick. I followed
the course markers picking up speed as I ran down the hill right into the finish chute. The whole time,
spectators were screaming and cheering as we were all trying to out kick one another. During my whole
kick I could not feel anything but the cold wind as my body sliced through the air.
After the official race it was time to head back to the team’s tent and change out of our spikes and
into running shoes and warmer clothes. We all knew that it had been a close race and that if we made it
to Regionals we would probably be in fifth place. We anxiously started our warm down while we waited
for the race officials to finish and announce the results. Towards the end of our warm up, we started to
hear the announcer’s voice so we all stopped running and got quiet. We heard the announcer say that
fifth place was Louisville. The effect was immediate; we all thought that we got sixth. We were all so
disappointed because we ran as hard as we could and we had been working for weeks on this race. Then
we heard the announcer call that fourth place was Hoover. After we heard that, we started running and
screaming celebrating our surprise victory.
We all put so much work into that season and it paid off; not only did we make it to Regionals,
but we got fourth at Districts. That was an incredible accomplishment because we had to beat teams
that were beating us all season long in order for that to happen. We were all so proud of our wonderful
accomplishment. It was a great way to end the season.
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Beautiful Autumn
By Nicholas Wojack
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The Pursuit of Happiness
By Heather Owens
The mourners were wearing black, carrying flower arrangements in their arms and heavy hearts within
themselves. As part of the grieving family, I was required to stand with open arms and a fabricated
smile, greeting third cousins whose names were unknown. Hours passed as the well-wishers tried to
console me, some using tactics that were all but tactful.
“You’ll be a junior, correct? Any colleges in mind? You want to choose wisely, you know. Of course
that decision is based on what you want to do. Any ideas?” The middle-aged lady standing in front of
me was firing off questions that I had no answers to. In the face of tragedy, success was the least of
my worries.
The next person stepped up to me, making small talk that eventually led into, “Almost a junior? Well,
what are your future plans? Your dad is one of the brightest people I know. Surely you’re aiming
high.” The last sentence was a test. Their tone begged, “Are your contributions going to be an asset to
this country, or are you going to waste your potential?”
Seventeen times I politely replied, “I’m still unsure,” to seventeen different people who were more
concerned about prospective salaries than my emotional state at a funeral. Seventeen times I realized
how relentlessly society pursues titles and materialistic goods as a measure of self-worth.
Americans have always placed emphasis on working hard, on creating something out of nothing.
Somewhere along the line, this dream became so prominent that most were led to subconsciously
believe in a life formula: success equals perpetual contentment. Driven by this mentality, from early
childhood on, society attempts to prepare for the future, instilling values in children that later explode
into unhealthy proportions.
We are trained to think in terms of the future: Will taking this class help in the future? Will earning
this degree aid retirement plans? Middle school students take high school classes to equip them
for high school. High school students take college-level courses to equip them for college, adding
extracurriculars into schedules to make transcripts impressive. College students earn degrees to equip
them for jobs. Working adults continue to work to financially aid themselves as senior citizens. Senior
citizens diligently write wills for when they die.
Then they die. At their funerals, those left behind are asked what they are doing to prepare for the
future. It’s a vicious cycle.
(continued on next page)
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The Pursuit of Happiness (continued)
In the process of chasing success, life passes, along with its experiences and pleasures. The result?
Unhappiness. Ironically, in obtaining money and titles, society becomes discontent, and unhappiness is
spreading like a contagious disease.
Has the eagerness for the future paid off? Consider some of the problems that people cope with today.
According to USA Today, statistics show that 52% of young adults have stayed awake at night due to
stress. More people die from suicide than car accidents. Fifty percent of married couples divorce. The
number of patients diagnosed with a form of depression increases by 20% each year, doctors reported
on healthline.com.
Compare those statistics to these: in a study conducted at the University of California, participants who
kept “gratitude journals” and wrote blessings down daily reported being more content and healthy than
those who wrote complaints. The first group, the study showed, exercised daily and for longer durations
of time, exceeding the second group by an average of 90 minutes and enabling them to remain healthy
and happy. In a similar study done by the same people, patients of neuromuscular disorders followed
such procedures. Those who faithfully followed through with the study each day received better health
reports in routine checkups and reported fewer symptoms than those who did not.
Rather than continually looking to the future for contentment, habitual thankfulness, it seems, could
change the empty unrest that plagues society.
No, being well-prepared is not an awful thing. In fact, I appreciate thorough consideration and wellthought objectives. I am not arguing for incompetency, but rather that society needs to recognize that
joy and contentment can be found in today. Society never recognizes that eventually, today will be the
future, and it will hold the promised happiness. Society fails to recognize that eventually, there will be
no tomorrow. Then what happens to the promised happiness?
So, make a change. Hold that complaint, smiling instead. Remind yourself that you have been blessed
to wake up this morning.
Find the happiness in today.
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The Madness of Running
By Zach Napholz
Some people may call runners mad.
They must not understand the fun times that we runners encompass.
When we win a race or beat our best time it makes sense to be glad.
However, in running there is a hidden madness.
To truly enjoy the sport is hard,
you have to learn to enjoy the endless practice.
Against the elements your body has to guard.
In practices and in races, the work can drive you brainless.
Thanks to this work your body will strengthen.
Both endurance of the mind and body will have to increase.
In order to see the success of your action
your inner strength will have to release.
Maddening running all week
could drive some to insanity.
The strong will stay and not the weak.
As crazy, as it seems, you will need to be,
running is fun, and if you run you already know
the madness inside of us all,
that through running continues to grow.
The end of running would be a downfall.
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NYC
By Julia Arnold
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Daddy
By Jerika Schirf
He raised me
He taught me
He loved me
I lied to him
I ignored him
I disregarded him
He read to me
He sang to me
He drove me

How I Know
By Andrew Falce

I argued with him
I yelled at him
I slammed my door on him

How I Know:
Always the question of man
Does he exist?
Or does he not?
Many a people
Lay awake pondering
Many don’t believe
Yet I always will.
How do I know?
June 6, 1944
156,000 men landed
Stormed a beach in Normandy
How do I know?
United we stood
After a crude attack
Where two towers fell
We all stood up
To face the great evil.
How do I know?
We all have a home
We all have a family
We all have a place
Inside our hearts
Where love can and will
Now and forever
Flow through us
And it will never leave.
That is how I know

He warmed me
He held me
He cooked for me
I hurt him
I distracted him
I forbade him
He embraced me
He comforted me
He forgave me
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She Is
By Trent Cash
She’s a blessing
She’s a curse
She’s all that I wanted
She’s all that hurts.
She’s my strength
And my kryptonite.
She is everything I ever needed
But she’s truly nothing at all.
She is my poison,
She is my drug.
I’m stuck on her,
But she’s killing me slowly.
She takes my breath away,
But I need the air to breathe.
She’s a curable plague,
But a plague I can’t live without.
She is joy, she is kindness.
She is the most dangerous game.
She is that which keeps you up at night
She is that which keeps you moving
She is that which keeps you alive.
She is love.
She is.
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(untitled) By Nicholas Wojack
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(untitled) By Zach Napholz
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Jack and the Crossroads of Destiny
A Profound and Eloquent Story
By Trent Cash
Critical Acclaims
“A True Masterpiece of the Human Mind,” Author’s Cat, Cloud.
“A piece of unmatchable interest and thought provocation,” Author’s Mom.

Are we really in control of our own destinies? Is there something out there controlling our
destinies? Someone? Is it out neighbor, a friend, a family member, or some all-knowing being
somewhere up above? I’m not here to answer that question, but I’m here to tell a story of a destiny
controlled.
There was a man, for the sake of simplicity, let’s call him Jack. I think that’s a good name for a
story character, don’t you? Anyhow, let the story begin.
Jack’s phone began to ring on the restaurant table, vibrating with such intensity that it caused the
table to shake in turn. He picked up his phone, assuming it was someone from work trying to get ahold
of him. Jack was an older man and had only a simple phone; he knew extremely little of the world of
technology. He had received a text, something he never had before, and all it had was a picture of him…
and… some woman.
While he held the phone in his hand a worded message came through to accompany the text. The
text simply said, “I know what you did, and if you don’t do exactly as I say, your wife will receive this
text.” Jack had never seen the woman before…. Not that he knew of. The woman was beautiful, and he
knew exactly what his wife would think.
He tried to respond to the text, but when he pressed to send, or at least, tried to, an error message
came up saying that the message could not be sent because the number did not exist. Jack couldn’t
imagine how that was possible.
As soon as he set his phone down, it began to buzz again, this time with simply a command on
the screen. “Come to the train station at three o’clock and there will be a green briefcase in locker 271
containing further instructions,” it read.
Jack had seen this whole scene played out in movies and read about it in books; the man who
sent the text would force him to kill somebody or rob a bank, constantly threatening to send the picture
to his wife. He knew that either way the situation wouldn’t turn out well for him, so he decided to at
least give it a shot.
When Jack reached the train station, just a hop, a skip, and a jump away, he immediately opened
the suspiciously unlocked locker 271 and something inside exploded, and Jack was no more.
Is this not the ending you were expecting? Well I apologize for leaving you all confused, but let
me elucidate what was crawling through the depths of my mind.
In this world, we’re often approached with a choice, a decision, a crossroad. This is the point
where we get to choose our destiny, but we don’t control to where these paths lead. Some of this is
nature, some of it is dumb luck, some coincidence, but is there somebody out there controlling it? Jack
was put between a rock and a hard place; neither path truly had a good finishing line, but he didn’t truly
know where either would lead. Had he ignored the text, what may have happened? Would Jack still be
alive? Would some unnamed being protect him because he didn’t give in to temptation? That’s up to you
to decide for yourself. If you figure it out please let me know; maybe if you figure it out people won’t
end up like Jack.
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Storms
By Spencer Skelly
Across the ocean, across the sea,
Starting to forget the way the waves move as they take me,
Over the mountains, across the sky,
Through the storm and through the clouds,
Bumps in the waves and storms coming about,
Don’t worry, everything will be alright.
We will sail through the storm.
We let the wind carry us through,
Everything will be alright.
From shore to shore we shall sail,
Nothing can stop us now,
We are going to sail forever.
On and on and never fail.
The waves will always roll in,
But we will be the captains of our own sailboats.
Traveling the oceans of the world,
we will never know where the wind will take us.
No matter what, we will sail on.
Together forever,
sailing on.
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Days of Disney
By Trent Cash
Disney stories are full of lessons
Lessons that can benefit us all
Simba taught us to find our pride
And Baloo taught us about the bare necessities.
Not only do the ‘toons have tales to tell
But messages to spread,
And something we all can learn.
Tangled taught us to leave our towers
And Louie showed we can’t always be the king.
Aladdin proved why we must be ourselves
And Pan had the power of the inner child.
Mary Poppins showed the magic
And Bambi showed the crushing truth
But Pinocchio found out that if he believed
He too could get his wish he wished upon a star.
Elsa and Anna melted our hearts
And Belle showed us true love,
But Pocahontas truly had
The strength we all have inside.
Mulan defied tradition and changed the world,
Proving that the human spirit is greater than all.
Villains all had lessons to share too.
Scar showed the importance of family,
And Cruella showed cruelty never pays.
Urusula showed to Ariel
That our voice is our greatest strength.
While one could never touch upon them all
We all must remember the lessons we’ve learned,
But what Disney has taught me most,
Is to see the magic in the world around.
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Paradise
By James Oaks
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The Man with Power
By: Andrew Falce
He dashes through the trees
Like a fish in the seas
Taking what he wants
Not caring who he hurts
If he has been told once, than he has been told millions
Yet he still harms millions
His eyes are cold stars
Greedy like a scrooge
His bombs ring out
Like dying shouts
As he turns a once loving world
Into a world of slimy, sleazy, sickening people
Only wanting to be free
But feeling all freedom has flown away with the bees
When dusk falls on his city
He hears the marching tune
When night finally comes
He hears deaths drums
He knows he has little time
To gather what he wants
At last morning comes forth
As the armies march in from the North
The people rejoice
For at last they are free
And as for the man
Who lays in his coffin
He speaks no more
Does not hear a peep
He is laid in the ground
For his eternal damnation
For the only hero in a dictator’s life
Are the Rats and the Worms
27

Savannah
By Kay Harper

Winter
By Kay Harper
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Competition
By Madison Zurakowski
I pull open the door and feel a gust of cold air
Air that is somehow different than it was yesterday
I can smell the competition
I put on my tights and slip into my dress
My stomach is already churning
But I stretch and warm-up and get a feel for the rink
Until my coach finds me and says “It’s time”
My hands are violently shaking as I lace up my skates
But then I remind myself,
I’ve done this a million times before
“And now, from the Center Ice Skating Club…”
Then my name
My mind is suddenly racing,
Thinking of everything that could possibly go wrong
In those few seconds that I wait in my starting position,
I always think
“Why do I do this to myself?!”
When the music starts
My brain stops
And everything in the world around me melts away
It’s all a blur
The adrenaline is still pumping
As my program comes to a close
And I think, “Maybe this isn’t so bad after all.”
Now I wait for my results
Wondering what it will be this time;
The thrill of victory or the despair of defeat?
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Mandalay Bay
By Alexis Herrera
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Lessons Learned from Shel and Seuss
By Trent Cash
I was always your giving tree
Stood beside you, gave you all you’d need.
In return, you’d put me through many colored days
fits of red and throes of blue.
You’d crush my house and leave a mess
But unlike the cat, you’d never come back.
I am the only one who can stand up for me.
I’m not a tree; nobody will speak for me.
No longer will I let you be my Grinch.
Leave me my happiness; find your own.
You’re only one fish, a blue fish,
There are two red fish waiting for me.
I realized that if I ran the zoo,
I wouldn’t want to have you.
I may fall without you, maybe even up,
But who knows the places I’ll go
Or the Who’s I will hear.
Maybe I’ll even find my missing piece.
Who knows if we’ll once more meet…
Where the sidewalk ends.
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What Goes the Farthest?
By Courtney Nickas
What goes the farthest?
What lasts forever?
What can make people crazy?
What can turn someone into
An affectionate person
Who was far out of line?
What is the one thing that everyone
Has and wants?
Love is so many things.
We see it in everyone.
Whether it be for all the wrong reasons
Or whether it is for all the right.
In relationships that
Are not committed, love is
Played with and others want it.
In those that are committed, love is
The bond that holds everything together.
Love is what
We all want.
Everyone strives for love
From those who
Care about them.
Love is all people have in the end.
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